Engineering Registration: Frequently Asked Questions

Schedule

What classes do I enroll in?
• It depends on your math ACT, AP credit or summer online placement:
  Math ACT 26 or higher:
  PH1100
  CH1100 or CH1110 & CH1111 (see Chemistry)
  MA1161/1160 (or MA2160 or MA3160 if AP credit)
  ENG1101
  *You need to schedule UN1001 & PE’s
  Math ACT 25 to 19:
  • Formal ExSEL Program:
    MA1032
    ENG1001
    CH1000 & CH0011 or CH1100 & CH1111 (see Chemistry)
    UN1000
    *You need to schedule UN1001 &PE’s
  • Not Formal ExSEL Program:
    MA1032
    CH1000 & CH0011 or CH1100 & CH1111 (see Chemistry)
    *You need to schedule UN1001 &PE’s
    *You need to schedule a General Education course (see list 112 Dillman)
  Math ACT 18 and lower:
  • Formal ExSEL Program:
    MA0099
    UN1000
    *You need to schedule UN1001 &PE’s
  • Not Formal ExSEL Program:
    MA0099
    CH1000
    UN1000
    *You need to schedule UN1001 &PE’s

What do I schedule if I have advanced placement or transfer credit for Chemistry, Physics, etc?
• Talk to your academic advisor (name & office on your “pink/red” critical card)
• Select a course from the General Education List (see list 112 Dillman)

Cohorts

What courses are included in a cohort?
• ENG1101
• MA1160/1161 (or advanced math)
• PH1100

Can I switch only one class in my cohort?
• No! You must switch your entire cohort schedule to make changes.

Under what circumstances can I switch cohorts?
• Varsity Athlete with practice conflicts
  *Note: if you are finished by 3:00 p.m. with your current cohort, we will not change your cohort.
• Enroll in foreign language & only one section is available
Where do I go to switch my cohort?
• See Ms. Tina Sarazin 112 Dillman

Chemistry

Chemistry Placement:
• MA0099 = CH1000 & CH0011
• MA1032 + High School Algebra or Chem <B = CH1000 & CH0011
• MA1032 + High School Algebra and Chem >B = CH1100 or CH1110 & CH1111
• MA1160/1 or higher = CH1100 or CH1110 & CH1111

Should I be in CH1000 or CH1100/CH1100&CH1111?
• * If you meet the requirements (MA1032 + High School Algebra and Chem >B)
  you can change your Chemistry class on the web
  *If you have questions, see Ms. Lois Blau 206A Chem Sci

Should I take CH1100 or CH1110 & CH1111?
• Both will work for any engineering degree at MTU
  Biomedical, Chemical, or Material Engineering usually take CH1110 & CH1111
  All others take CH1100
• Undecided - you can take either course

Can I change my Chemistry without changing my cohort?
• YES! On the web (as long as you meet placement requirements).
Where do I go with ?’s about Chemistry or Chemistry Placement?
• See Ms. Lois Blau 206A Chem Sci

Computers

Where do I go if I am having problems accessing my computer account?
• Talk to your computer lab consultant or systems administrator
What if my ID does not work?
• See Tech Express in the MUB Room 100

Math

Where do I go for ?’s about Math or Math Placement?
• See Ms. Shari Stockero 301B Fisher Hall

Perspectives

What do I do if my current cohort schedule conflicts with a section of UN1001 I want to take?
• Pick a different section of UN1001

Where do I go for help in scheduling Perspectives?
• Talk to your OTL. See Dr. Martha Sloan 233 EERC

What do I do if there are no sections left of UN1001 that fit my schedule?
• See Dr. Mary Durfee, G10 Academic Office Bldg

Spatial Visualization

Should I take ENG1002?
• If you did not pass the spatial visualization test, YES!

Can I take ENG1002 with ENG1001 or ENG1101?
• YES!

What if I can’t get into a section of ENG1002?
• See Ms. Tina Sarazin 112 Dillman

ExSEL/ENG1001

What is ExSEL?
• Exsel is a program to assist engineering students in MA1032

What courses are required for ExSEL?
• UN1000
• ENG1001

How will ENG1001 help me?
• Understand precalc better by solving engineering problems
• Prepares you for ENG1101 (design project, computer programs)

Can I still sign up for ExSEL?
• YES! See Ms. Tina Sarazin 112 Dillman